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Correction to 
"Complementary Matching Vectors and the Uniform 
Matching Extension Property" 
THOMAS ZASLAVSKY 
A referee has pointed out that Theorem 3W in [1] is not entirely well formulated. In 
the definition of the graphs Gn (s ), double fans should be excluded. Then the correct state­
ment is: 
THEOREM 3W. The properly weighted graphs with the uniform matching extension 
property are tKm tK1m Knnl(t, t'), tCs, double fans D(t) with handle weight t, and the graphs 
Gn(s). (Here t and t' are non-zero numbers, t' ,e -t, sis any number, and I, n are positive 
integers.) Their extension matrices N(K) are the ones given in Theorem 3 (with N(Gn(s)) 
and N(D(t)) given by the rules for N(G•. n) and N(G1•1), respectively). 
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